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PREFACE T O THE PAPERBACK EDITION
The story of this book and its construction is simply told. Some
students of Percival Spear pondered what to do in honour of
their old mentor. As his chelasor murids, they wanted to celebrate
his fifiy years of distinguished scholarship on India. N o focal
point seemed more fitting than the ~ulsatingcity which their
guide had loved more than any other and in which he had s@nt
the early decades of his career. He himself, captivated by the
city's many pasts, as seen in ruins and shadow, had written two
short books about Delhi: Delhi, A Historical Sketch (Bombay,
OUP, 1937 and 1945) and Delhi, Its Monum~naand History
(Bombay, OUP, 1943 and 1945). Each was a finely crafted gem,
serving to remind the general public of Delhi's historic importance. Spear's greatest scholarly work, Twilight of the Mughals
(1951), was also centered on Delhi. It was not difficult, therefore,
for the idea and the focus of this book to come together.
The enterprise began with an international conference. The
event, a seminar-workshop held on 31 October and 1 November
1979 on the campus of the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
was a public celebration of scholarship and of contributions to
our understanding of India's past. Papers focusing on various
aspects ofGDelhiThrough the Ages' were presented and discussed.
The occasion was enlivened by delightful and vigorous intellectual interaction, with Percival Spear himself at the centre. Among
the twenty or more scholars who took part in this event were
many of Spear's students; all who took part were, by their very
contributions, giving tribute to the position among historians
of South Asia (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka),
which S ear had occupied. He had become a dean of Indian
History or his day, especially among modern historians of India
in the West. Alas, Spear himself never lived to see the book
which had been organized in his name. Swiftly and without
warning, he passed from among us (afier a short stay in hospital,
on 17 December 1982). The volume was published as a memorial
to his work, a tribute to the high ideals and scholarly standards
for which he stood.
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DEL HI AND ITS HINTERLAND
The Nineteenth and Early
Twentieth Centuries
NARAYANI GUPTA

The digdied isolation of cantonments and government perambokes,
although in sharp contrast to the congested confusion of old bazaar
towns, are ...examples of a lapse in contemporary planning. ...
On the one hand the planner must stTive to maintain the populous and
gregarious nature of Indian life in village and town and yet abate its
congestion and, at the same time, to lead more dwellings into garden
villages without the town and provide more civil developments within.
On the other hand, he must mitigate the Crusoe-like individualism of the
scattered and formless bungalow compounds and endeavour to build
them up into coherent communities.'
At a very significant moment, Geddes, who had just come out to
India, diagnosed a malaise and suggested remedies. It was a signrficant
moment because a few years previously the first Improvement Trusts
and some town-planning measures had been enacted for Indian
towns. Had his suggestions been heeded, a major change migh~have
occurred in urban policy, and the barriers between the races become
less rigid. Delhi was a seventeenth-century town, which in the nineteenth century had acquired a major railway suburb and an extensive
Civil Lines, and, at the time Geddes wrote, its future was already
fettered by a political decision made in 1911.
There is little information about the historical relationship of
Indian towns to their hinterlands. Questions which economists and
sociologists ask about the hinterlands of towns in developing societies
can be projected backwards for earlier periods. This will enable us to
see continuities or otherwise between colonial and pre-colonial eras,
between the post-railway years and the centuries before. Questions
arise relating to the cultural colonization sf the rural hbiterland by
the urban complex, the employment oppommities created by the
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town for the hinterland and the effect of the colonial economy on the
economic and politid interrelations among groups of urban
communities.
Though we are aware of the long history of urban s e t t l ~ t in
s
the Delhi uea, b e e n Mebrad and the Yamuna, we lack ev& a
partial account of the relationships of these to the region. Also,in the
last two centuries, the politid status of Delhi has changed more
frequently than tbat of any other Indian town or city. The Delhi
Subah of the Mughals induded the act of Haryana west of the
Yamuna, and the upper drdb and Rohilkhand to the east. After the
British conquest in 1803 it was made part of the North-Western
Provinces, in which DeIbi District included the tahsil of Delhi, part
of BaWgiuh and part of Rohtak. The following table will indicate
the different designations of the Delhi region at different points of
time, and its extent:
Year

Tide

1 638

Delhi Province

Area

No. of villages included

601,42,375

45,088 villages

bighas
1803
1 8 19

1844

Delhi District
Delhi Territory divided into
districts, and Dehi Disma
subdivided inw 'Northern'
and 'Southern' parganas
Delhi Disma
604 sq. miles

1848-53

193sq.milesofhtm

1880

Parganh (east of Yamuna)
added w Delhi Disma
Delhi Tehsil
425 sq. miles

19 12

Delhi Province

1952
1981

Delhi State
Delhi State

520 sq. miles
(later 593)
577 sq. miles
573 sq. miles

600 'deserted villages'

412 villages (of which 346
belonged to government)

288 villages (of which 30
belonged to government)
307 villages
304 villages and 10 towns

By 'hinterland' we do not refer to any of these administrativeunits
but to an area roughly seven miles in radius around Shahjahanabad, the city built by the Emperor Shahjahan in the seventeenth
century.
L o d as well as regional geography detennined the location of the
many towns built in Delhi over many centuries. The politically and

economically strategic trunk road (important both for rulers moving
into India from the north-west and for a conqueror moving up the
Ganga from Bengal) crossed the Yarnuna at Delhi. The city was a
major entrepht between the drrrib, Panjab and Rajasthan from the
twelfth century, and this function was reinforced with the construction of the railways in the 1860s. In the early part of the nineteenth
century, Delhi was important for the East India Company as a
frontier post. That Delhi was an important distribudng centre for the
region is shown by the fact that the roads linking the city with
neighbouring towns were seen to be good in 1827,' suggesting past
excellence rather than British improvements. There was a high volume
of pack animal traffic daily between the city and trans-Yarnuna
Ghaziabad before the railway Line was built.' In the 1870s, by which
time the roads were an adjunct to the railway terminus, the roads
from Delhi to Gurgaon in the south, to Rohtak in the west, to Karnal
in the north and Mathura in the east were all metalled. There were
many elements of continuity with the past. The volume of traffic was
not heavy, with one camel-cart plying on these roads every daye4
Transportation of grab from neighbouring villages to the city was by
means of very large bullock-carts, drawn by teams of six oxen.=
Timber was brought to the city by barge on the canal from the
Mughd period d
l the early years of the present ~ e n t u r y . ~
The Yamuna, the Ridge, and nde Upper Yamuna Canal defiped
Delhi's hinterland. The land sloped from north to south. There was a
great variety of physical features in the Delhi area, and consequently
an equally wide variety in the qualities of the soil. The land around
Shahjahanabad fell into four categories.' The old bed of the river
north and south of the city, well-irrigated and fertile, was called
khadnr. The south and west, the uplands through which the canal
passed, was banjar and kbandrat. The term Khandrat Kalan was an
evocative o n e t h e Great Ruins, where people from Shahjahanabad
dug perseveringly in the hope of turning up a hoard of coins.' The
hilly area of the western ridge, sandy and dry, was termed kobi, and
in the 1840s accounted for one-third of the Delhi District being
considered uncultivable. The land to the north around the Najafgarh
Jheel, low-lying and water-logged, was &bar. Quite apart from the
vagaries of the river and the canal, these areas in the nineteenth
century underwent many modifications in land-use patterns because
of the changing nature of political control and political policy.
Fertility was also affected by the course of the river. There were

